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Match the words with their definitions.

New Headway Upper-Intermediate 4th Edition Vocabulary Quizzes RIKS Education

UNIT 1

1. feel up to sth a. to give or allow sb or sth, usually in an official way
2. fend for 

himself
b. to go in a particular direction

3. formal adj c. informal: to wait for a statel tTnrjp»*''
4. fortnight n d. to have a wish for sth
5. fortune teller n e. it allows you to travel the world through a virtual globe and view satellite imagery, maps, 

terrain, 3D buildings
6. foul play n f. have many things expecting you to accomplish
7. get it idiom g. to take care of and provide for himself without depending on anyone else
8. get the better 

of sbi/
h. to think of an idea when you didn't expect or intend to

9. Google Earth n i. to spend a lot of time in a place or with sb
10. grab v j. public or official
11. granted v k. a person's arrival home after being away for a long time
12. hang on v 1. understand
13. hanging out v m. a period of two weeks
14. have a lot on n. to defeat sb in a competition
15. head v o. From your own garden
16. heartbroken

adj
p. a person who tells you what they think will happen to you in the future

17. hit on sth v q. the first page of a website which gives an introduction to the business or organization it 
belongs to

18. home-grown
adj

r. to take hold of sth or sb suddenly and roughly

19. homecoming
adj

s. sb who does sth against the rules of a sport, often causing injury to another player

20. homepage n t. extremely sad

1. accept v a. informal: a friend
2. adopt v b. notincluding; butnot
3. bang coll c. to agree to take sth
4. barrier n d. verygood; excellent
5. beggar n e. to take another person's child into your own family and legally look after him or her as your 

own child
6. blog n f. notsmooth
7. board v g. to think or believe sth will happen, or sb will arrive
8. buddy n h. to hit a part of the body against sth by accident
9. bumpy adj i. devices that is used to move the air around
10. cheers interj j. UK informal: used to mean 'thank you'
11. coast n k. anything that prevents people from being together or understanding each other
12. crisp adj 1. to decide what will happen
13. desire n m. the land next to or close to the sea
14. determine v n. a poor person who lives by asking others for money or food
15. drag n o. slang:sth which is not convenient and is boring or unpleasant
16. except v p. a strong feeling that you want sth
17. expect v q. a diary that you put on the Internet for other people to read
18. Fabulous adj r. having an important and usually negative effect on the future
19. fans pi n s. hard enough to be broken easily
20. fateful adj t. to get onto or allow people to get onto a boat, train or aircraft
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1. hop in v a. a party which you give when you move into a new house
2. host family n b. a system in which you make regular payments to an insurance company which will be paid 

to sb you have named, usually a member of your family, when you die
3. house-bound

adj
c. unable to read and write

4. house-proud
adj

d. earn money to supply oneself

5. house
warming adj

e. to get into a vehicle quickly

6. illiterate adj f. describes a work of art or model that is the same size as the person or thing that it 
represents

7. incredible adj g. impossible, or very difficult, to believe
8. kind of (weird) 

idiom
h. lasting for the whole of a person's life

9. life expectancy 
n

i. a family that has a guest to live with them

10. life insurance n j. many
11. life-size adj k. fairly strange
12. lifelong adj l. to move sth from a lower to a higher position
13. lift v m. a home for children whose parents are dead or unable to care for them
14. load of sth n. unable to leave your home, especially because you are ill
15. make a living o. very good or very big
16. mega adj p. the length of time that a living thing, especially a human being, is likely to live
17. mousse n q. to connect computers together so that they can share information
18. nap n r. very worried about your house being completely clean and tidy
19. network n s. a light cold food made from eggs mixed with cream
20. notorious adj t. a short sleep, especially during the day
21. orphanage n u. famous for sth bad

1. pass away v a. not even or smooth, often because of being in bad condition
2. play n b. to live outside not in a house, and sleep on the ground
3. put up v c. the other things, parts that remain or that have not been mentioned
4. radius n d. to make sb feel very nervous and worried
5. railway track n e. the hard outer covering of sth, especially nuts, eggs and some animals
6. raindrops n pl f. a very poor and crowded area, especially of a city
7. rest of sth g. single drops of rain
8. rough adj h. very exciting to look at
9. rubbish adj i. to become familiar with a place and to feel happy and confident in it
10. sand n j. a path for the railway
11. settle down v k. a building designed to give protection from bad weather, danger or attack
12. shabby adj l. informal: used to refer to a substance or a group of things or ideas
13. shell n m. a straight line joining the centre of a circle to its edge or the centre of a sphere to its surface
14. shelter n n. to win a gold medal in a sports competition/ to make large profits or to become rich
15. sleeping rough o. a substance that is made from very small grains of rock
16. slum n p. to stay somewhere for the night
17. spectacular adj q. looking old and in bad condition because of being used for a long time or not being cared for
18. stress out v r. a piece of writing that is intended to be acted in a theatre
19. strike gold v s. completely without skill at a particular activity
20. stuff n t. die
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1. subway n a. sb or sth that sweeps sth clean
2. suspicious adj b. clear, powerful and detailed images in the mind
3. sweeper n c. making you feel that sth illegal is happening or that sth is wrong
4. swing it d. water, especially from a river or stream, dropping from a higher to a lower point, sometimes 

from a great height
5. take it easy e. walking around slowly in a relaxed way or without any clear purpose or direction
6. vivid adj f. UK: an underground passage which allows people on foot to cross a busy road
7. wandering v g. moving with great speed and energy or decreasing suddenly
8. waterfall n h. to relax and not use too much energy
9. zoom down v i. to be punished severely for sth that has happened
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Match the words with their definitions.
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UNIT 2

1. accomplish v a. producing an extremely popular book
2. accumulation n b. to become blocked or filled so that movement is difficult
3. adventure n c. to finish sth successfully
4. advice n d. travelling along on a bicycle
5. ancient adj e. an amount of sth that has been collected
6. antique adj f. a severe disease when cells in a body grow in an uncontrolled way killing normal cells
7. at stake idiom g. exciting and dangerous activity such as a journey
8. autobiography n h. giving money, food or help free to those who are in need
9. backpacker n i. an opinion which sb offers you about what you should do
10. banned v j. very good
11. best-selling adj k. from a long time ago
12. bike ride n 1. a person who travels with a backpack
13. biodegrade v m. sth made in an earlier period and collected and valued because it is beautiful, rare, old
14. boyfriend n n. sth that is charged in a low price
15. brilliant adj o. in a situation where it might be lost
16. cancer n p. to damage, worsen sth naturally in a way that is not harmful
17. charity n q. a book about a person's life, written by that person or the area of literature relating to such 

books
18. cheap adj r. stop breathing because stl\is blocking the throat
19. choking v s. refuse to allow, forbidden ^
20. clogging 1/ t. a man or boy who a person is having a romantic relationship with

1. coastal adj a. too many to be counted
2. coastlines pi n b. to get rid of sth or stop using something
3. combs pi n c. a long passage in a building or train, especially with rooms on either side
4. command v d. a sea mammal that is large, smooth and grey, with a long pointed mouth
5. complex n e. sb who doesn't like sudden changes
6. consequences 

pi n
f. causing a lot of damage or destruction

7. conservationist
n

g. results of an action or situation, often which is bad or not convenient

8. corridor n h. broken or torn pieces of sth larger
9. countless adj i. a large building with various connected rooms
10. crime story n j. a series of events covering the description of illegal activities
11. culprit n k. the place where sb is going
12. debris n 1. to give orders, instructions
13. decade n m. an illness in which a person has to go to the toilet more often
14. destination n n. a tool used to tidy and arrange hair
15. devastating adj o. someone in charge of some organization, a manager
16. diarrhea n p. particular shapes of the coast from above
17. director n q. to find information, a place or an object, especially for the first time
18. discover v r. guilty, someone who has done sth wrong
19. do away with 

(sth)
s. a period of ten years

20. dolphin n t. situated on, or relating to the coast

1. dumped v a. extremely good
2. edge n b. to start to direct your efforts and attention to business
3. emergency n c. fast actions which are taken to avoid harming the natural surrounding
4. emperor n d. wealth
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5. engineering n e. designing and building sth using scientific principles
6. environmental 

emergency n
f. a building where goods are made using machines

7. explorer n g. the outer or furthest point of something
8. extensively adv h. a number that results from dividing one whole number by another, or a small part of 

something (e.g. % and 0.25)
9. factory n i. sth that is used to fill extra space
10. fantastic adj j. a period of time that is to come
11. fighter plane n k. to get rid of something unwanted
12. fillers pi n 1. the car which takes part in annual Formula 1 car races
13. flecks pi n m. a small fast military aircraft used for chasing and destroying enemy aircraft
14. Formula 1 car n n. an accident, which happens suddenly or unexpectedly and needs fast action
15. fortune n o. used a lot of your supply of sth, usually money
16. fraction n p. covering a large area
17. fragments pi n q. a male ruler of an empire
18. future n r. relating to the whole world
19. get down to 

business
s. small pieces or parts from something whole

20. global adj t. a traveller who goes to places where no one has ever been in order to find out what is there
21. gobbled up v small marks or spots

1. gold n a. the main offices of an organization
2. GPS n b. a tropical forest in which trees and plants grow very closely together
3. guarantee v c. telling the truth or able to be trusted
4. headache n d. a pain you feel inside your head
5. headquarters n e. small pieces of rubbish that are left on the ground in public places
6. heart of (sth) f. the act of travelling from one place to another
7. helmets pi n g. a promise that something will be done
8. history n h. a large house where people can stay free or cheaply
9. honest adj i. Global positioning system
10. hostel n j. decorative objects worn on your clothes or body made from valuable metals
11. hot-air balloon 

n
k. a bag made of the substance which comes from a Southeast Asian plant

12. infinite adj 1. yellow metal used to make coins and jewellery
13. interview n m. to get knowledge or skill in a new subjectpr activity
14. Jewellery n n. a meeting in which someone asks you questions to see if you are suitable
15. journey n o. study of past events considered together
16. jungle n p. an aircraft consisting of a very large bag filled with heated air or other gas, with a basket in 

which people can ride
17. jute bag n q. extremely large or great: without limits
18. learn v r. the most important part of sth
19. lethal adj s. able to cause death; extremely dangerous
20. litter n t. a hard hat which covers and protects the whole head

1. loss n a. a complicated network of paths and walls designed as a challenge to find a way
2. 1 uxu ry adj b. when someone or something is offensive, rude or shocking
3. magnificent

adj
c. the state of being attacked in a public place to steal your money

4. make the big 
time

d. when you no longer have sth

5. massive adj e. tim e spent w orking after the usual tim e needed or expected in a job
6. maze n f. a shaped strip of wood, stone or plaster fitted as a decorative feature
7. merchant n g. over the side of a boat or ship and into the water
8. misleading adj h. great comfort, especially provided by expensive and beautiful things
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9. moulding spl n i. excellent; clearly very much better than what is usual
10. mugged v j. something that is so good, you must see
11. must-see adj k. across the land in a vehicle, on foot or on a horse; not by sea or air
12. Nurdle n l. very attractive and impressive
13. obscenity n m. the areas that form the edge of a town or city
14. online

com m unity n
n. a person whose job is to buy and sell products in large amounts

15. outskirts pl n o. Become famous or successful
16. outstanding

adj
p. the group people who are considered as an internet based unit because of their common 

interests
17. overboard adv q. causing smb to believe sth that is not true
18. overland adv r. very large or heavy, smt severe
19. overtime n s. a pre-production plastic pellet used in manufacturing and packaging

1. packaging n a. happy or satisfied with sth
2. paradise island n b. satellite navigator
3. pellets pl n c. spoiling or destroying severely or completely
4. pharaohs pl n d. kings of ancient Egypt
5. pleased with 

(sb)
e. a particular way or direction or method

6. poisoned v f. a study of opinions or votes of a number of people
7. poll n g. making information available to people, especially in a book, magazine or newspaper
8. posts pl n h. small hard balls or tube-shaped pieces of any substance
9. pristine adj i. building or repair work on a road
10. profit n j. letters and parcels that are delivered to homes or places of work
11. publishing n k. an organized journey to look at wild animals, especially in Africa
12. raw adj l. to refuse to accept, use or believe sth or sb
13. reduce v m. a piece of land completely surrounded by water usually associated as a place of happiness; 

heaven
14. reflections pl n n. the image of something in a mirror; a sign or result of something
15. reject v o. to make something smaller in size, amount, degree, importance
16. reliable adj p. spoiled, brought to fatal condition
17. roadwork spl n q. the materials in which objects are wrapped before being sold
18. route n r. can be trusted or believed
19. ruining v s. in a natural state, not cooked
20. safari n t. new or almost new, and in very good condition
21. sat nav n u. advantage, benefit, especially financially

1. scale n a. having a kitchen so that you can cook meals for yourself rather than having them provided 
for you

2. scenery n b. the line of bones down the centre of the back that supports the body
3. scream v c. to destroy
4. scuba diving n d. the general appearance of the natural environment
5. second 

thoughts p ln
e. an uncomfortable feeling of guilt

6. self-catering adj f. moving around noisily in the bottom of a container
7. set off for 

(smw)
g. changes in your opinion about sth or start to doubt it

8. shame n h. making sth dirty
9. sightseeing n i. make a loud and piercing cry or sound
10. skydiving n j. to refuse to accept something or someone because you feel that they are not worth having
11. sloshing v k. to start a journey
12. soiling v l. a sport in which a person jumps from an aircraft and falls for as long as possible before 

opening a parachute
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13. speed limit n m. a person, organization or activity that's supported by giving money, encouragement
14. spine n n. very shocked or surprised
15. spoil v o. the sport of swimming under water with special breathing equipment
16. sponsored adj p. the fastest rate at which you are allowed to drive in a particular area
17. spurn v q. the visiting of interesting places
18. staggered v r. relative size or extend

1. stroll n a. a building used for the worship of a god or gods in some religions
2. stung v b. the act of observing very large sea mammal that breathes air through a hole at the top of its 

head
3. sushi n c. the activity of being moved quickly in a raft along rivers where the current is very strong
4. swirling v d. the state of being bitten by an insect or upset by sb
5. temple n e. tall structures with blades that are blown round by the wind and produce power to make 

electricity
6. the monarchy n f. expression used to describe sb who likes travelling
7. throw aw ay 

society n
g. causing to move quickly with a circular movement

8. tourist spots pl n h. a group of people which isn't seriously thought about and often ignored
9. trade link n i. people who do sth, e.g. helping other people, willingly and not being paid
10. transformed v j. a type of Japanese food consisting of balls of cold boiled rice, with small pieces of other 

food, especially raw fish on top
11. travel bug n k. a piece of land located in the hottest area of the Earth
12. travel guides pl 

n
l. a walk in a slow relaxed manner, especially for pleasure

13. tropical island 
n

m. Bluish green in colour

14. turquoise
n/t3:.kw3iz/

n. a country which has a king or queen

15. uneventful adj o. people whose job is showing a place
16. volunteers pl n p. describes a time or situation in which nothing interesting or surprising happens
17. whale -  

watching n
q. places which are popular with tourists

18. white-water 
rafting n

r. the state of being changed completely

19. wind turbines 
pl n

s. the connection which is set for buying and selling, or exchanging, goods and/or services 
between people or countries
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Match the words with their definitions.
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UNIT 3

1. accuracy n a. a large amount of ice, snow and rock falling quickly down of a mountain
2. alerted v b. (adj)-left alone in a difficult situation

(v)-to leave smb without help or in a difficult situation and not come back
3. alighted v c. copying or moving programs or information into a computer's memory from the Internet
4. anchorage n d. describes someone who avoids risks
5. avalanche n e. a pile of snow or something similar, formed by the wind
6. cautious adj f. being exactor correct
7. character trait n g. inf a stupid or silly person
8. charismatic adj h. the skills of making objects, such as decorations, furniture and pottery
9. clinging v i. describes a person who has a special power which influences on other people and attracts 

their attention and admiration
10. clutch v j. a large deer with a lot of hair on its neck
11. constituent n к. being warned of a possibly dangerous situation
12. crafts pi n 1. one of the parts that a substance or combination is made of
13. deserted v/adj m. very thin and weak, usually because of illness or extreme hunger
14. downloading v n. a particular combination of qualities in a person
15. drift n o. try to take hold of sth tightly, usually in fear, worry or pain
16. dummy n p. the man who a woman is engaged to be married to
17. elk n q. 1. to get out of a vehicle 2. to land on sth
18. emaciated adj r. weak and without energy, strength or power
19. feebly adv s. hold sth or smb tightly, or to refuse to stop holding them
20. fiance n t. a place where a boat is anchored

1. focus V a. a short news programme on television or radio about sth that has just happened
2. fuel n b. title of a story in a newspaper
3. gaze v c. not as good as they could be
4. haunted v d. spending the winter sleeping
5. headline n e. the quality of being new and unusual
6. hibernation n f. on the subject of sth
7. hypothermia n g- a serious medical condition in which a person's body temperature falls below the usual level
8. igloo n h. describes smb who tries to control people to their advantage
9. in connection 

with sth
i. continuous treatment for patients who are seriously ill

10. intensive care n j- a circular house made of blocks of hard snow
11. lay bare k. the process of taking in and using food, or scientific study of this
12. limelight n 1. describes a place where ghosts often appear
13. limitations pi n m. to make sth known
14. lure v n. to look at sth or someone for a long time, especially in surprise, admiration
15. manipulative

adj
o. sth or sb that you think about all the time

16. maternal adj P- a substance which is used to provide heat or power, usually by being burned
17. news bulletin n q- to give a lot of attention to one particular person, subject or thing
18. novelty n r. related to a mother
19. nutrition n s. public attention and interest
20. obsession n t. to persuade smb to do sth or go somewhere by offering them sth exciting
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1. obviously adv a. the state of having a healthy mind
2. overhead adv b. the state of not liking lending your belongings to other people or sharing them with other 

people
3. page-turner n c. actions which are done to prevent sth unpleasant or dangerous happening
4. play (sth) out d. a condition that is not good, being of a very low quality
5. plunge v e. a small motor vehicle for travelling on snow and ice
6. poor state n f. being removed from a job
7. possessiveness n g. to move or fall suddenly and often a long way forward, down or into something
8. pound v h. giving or expressing pleasure
9. property 

tycoon n
i. making you feel that sth bad or evil might happen

10. raid n j. far away in distance, time or relation
11. remote adj k. to pretend that an imaginary situation or event is really happening
12. sacked v l. to remove an unwanted covering
13. safety

precautions pl n
m. a short sudden attack, usually by a small group of people

14. sanity n n. Inf a book that is so exciting that you have to read it quickly
15. skeptical adj o. large piles of snow formed by the wind
16. scrape v p. a person who has succeeded in business or industry and has become very rich and powerful
17. sensuous adj q. above your head, usually in the sky
18. sinister adj r. doubting that sth is true or useful
19. snowdrifts pl n s. to hit or beat repeatedly with a lot of force
20. snowmobile n t. in a way that is easy to understand or see

1. speculation n a. a man or woman who performs stunts instead of an actor in a film
2. starred v b. to go further, rise above or be more important or better than sth
3. stench n c. to continue to live or exist, after coming close to dying
4. streaming v d. guessing possible answers to a question without having enough information
5. stunt n e. smb or sth which has been hurt, damaged or killed
6. stuntman n f. using force to hurt or attack
7. sublime adj g. a short description of the contents of sth such as a film or book
8. suicide n h. a car, boat, etc. pulled using a rope or a chain tied to another vehicle or boat
9. survive v i. being the main actor in a film
10. synopses p ln j. to be able to control a situation or deal with it
11. tenants pl n k. bent so that the original shape is changed or destroyed
12. top of her class l. the act of killing yourself intentionally
13. towed v m. most extreme or important
14. transcend v n. a strong unpleasant smell
15. twisted adj o. smb who has become a hero without his wish and will
16. ultimate adj p. beginning to disappear
17. unwilling hero n q. flowing somewhere or produce liquid, quickly and in large amounts without stopping
18. vanishing v r. the window at the front of a car
19. victim n s. extremely good, beautiful or enjoyable
20. violent adj t. people who pay rent for the use of land or a building
21. windscreen n u. an exciting, dangerous film action
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UNIT 4
RIKS Education

Match the words with their definitions.

1. admit v a. extremely exciting, beautiful or surprising
2. anti-social n b. treating someone in a way that is right or reasonable
3. arbitrary adj c. to agree that something is true, especially unwillingly
4. array n d. not real, but made to look or seem real
5. atheist n e. extremely or completely happy
6. authentic adj f. often avoiding spending time with other people
7. bearable adj g. to keep animals for the purpose of producing young animals in a controlled way
8. blissful adj h. containing a lot of careful detail or many detailed parts
9. breathtaking

adj
i. based on chance rather than being planned or based on reason

10. breed v j. a belief that an unpleasant event or situation is the result of a secret plan made by powerful 
people

11. breeze n k. smb who is unwilling to change or give up their ideas or ways of behaving, even when there 
are good reasons

12. bungee 
ju m p in g  n

1. a large group of things or people, especially one which is attractive or causes admiration

13. conceal v m. a light and pleasant wind
14. co n sp iracy  

th e o ry  n

n. able to be believed or trusted

15. credible adj o. smb who believes that God or gods do not exist
16. diehard adj p. smb who has a difficulty with reading and writing caused by the brain's being unable to see 

the difference between some letter shapes
17. dyslexic n q. to hide something
18. elaborate adj r. real, true
19. fair adj s. the sport of jumping off a very high b rid g e ^
20. fake adj t. the situation you that can accept or deal with it with a^long elastic rope tied to your legs

1. farce n a. responsible for breaking a laVr"*
2. fiendish adj b. completely grown, behaving, thinking as adults
3. fluttering adj c. very bad
4. genuine adj d. meaningless situation or action
5. guilty adj e. very ordinary and therefore not interesting
6. hatch v f. going into a place, situation where smb is not wanted or expected to be
7. haunted v g. Member of'Parliam ent
8. hoax n h. 1.evil and cruel

2.clever and difficult, sometimes in a bad way
9. hypotheses pi n i. someone who often finds it difficult to sleep
10. implausible adj j. to cause repeated suffering or anxiety
11. insomniac n k. to hate someone or something
12. intrusion n 1. making a series of quick delicate movements up and down or from side to side
13. isolation n m. broadcast, recorded or seen while it is happening
14. justified adj n. to make a plan, especially a secret plan
15. live adj o. real, original
16. loathe v p. difficult to believe, or unlikely
17. lousy adj q. the condition of being alone, especially when this makes you feel unhappy
18. mature adj r. ideas or explanations for something that is based on known facts but has not yet been 

proved
19. MP n s. having a good reason for something
20. mundane adj t. a plan to deceive someone
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1. NASA n a. an area of darkness, caused by light being blocked by something
2. naturist n b. a lie that is told in order to be polite or to stop someone from being upset by the truth
3. pacifist n c. stupid or unreasonable and deserving to be laughed at
4. paranoia n d. Unidentified flying object
5. plausible adj e. communication set up via satellite camera
6. ridiculous adj f. who does not eat or use any animal products
7. roasted v g. seeming likely to be true, or able to be believed
8. rum our n h. existing or happening in many places and/or among many people
9. satellite video 

conferencing n
i. an unofficial interesting story or piece of news that might be true or invented, which quickly 

spreads
10. scalding adj j. stupid
11. shadow n k. an extreme and unreasonable feeling that other people do not like you or are going to harm 

or criticize you
12. sincere n l. unable to leave somewhere because of a problem such as not having any transport or 

money
13. squash v m. crush something
14. stranded v n. very strong or violent
15. stunning adj o. smb who has a belief that war is wrong, and therefore that to fight in a war is wrong
16. tampered v p. smb who is never drinking alcohol or opposed to the drinking of alcohol
17. teetotaler n q. not pretending or lying; honest
18. thick adj r. a person who sometimes wears no clothes because like to be naked
19. UFO n s. severely criticize or speak angrily to someone
20. unanimously

adv
t. agree about one particular matter or vote the same way

21. vegan n u. National Aeronautics and Space Administration: the US government organization that is 
responsible for space travel

22. white lie n v. to touch or make changes to something which you should not, usually without enough 
knowledge of how it works

23. widespread adj w. extremely beautiful or attractive
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1. access n a. help
2. against the 

odds
b. sth heavy, difficult or unpleasant that you have to deal with

3. annual adj c. possibility of getting near to a place or person
4. apps n pi d. a feeling or opinion about sth or sb
5. aspect n e. continue
6. aspirations n pi f. achieve sth although there were a lot of problems and you were not likely to succeed
7. assistance n g. sth needing great mental or physical effort in order to be done successfully
8. attitude n h. organizing a series of activities to try to achieve sth
9. audition n i. a short performance that an actor, musician, etc. gives to show their ability
10. average n j. happening once every year
11. book v k. work that people do to help other people without payment
12. brow se v 1. to look at information without reading everything
13. burden n m. cold
14. cabin  crew  n n. usual, standard, medium amount
15. call button n o. computer programs that is designed for a particular purpose
16. campaigning v p. a small, sometimes circular object which you press to call
17. carry on v q. in an aircraft, the people whose job it is to take care of the passengers
18. challenges n pi r. feature, one part of a situation, problem, subject
19. chilly adj s. to arrange to have a seat, room, performer, etc. at a particular time in the future
20. community 

service n
t. things that you hope to achieve

1. complicated
adj

a. extreme tiredness

2. condition n b. suddenly or obviously
3. conscientious

adj
c. to add to sth in order to make it bigger or longer

4. council estate n d. to attract orrfrtferest
5. cruising speed n e. programs or information that has been copied into the computer memory
6. debut album n f. sth used for sb's advantage
7. diary n g. a book with a separate space or page for each day
8. downloads n pi h. g .l. become firmly fixed together, or in position, or closed
9. dramatically

adv
i. sb who starts their own business, especially when this involves seeing a new opportunity

10. draw attention
to V

j. album introduced to the public for the first time

11. dreadful adj k. a mental illness in which people eat far too little or far too much food and are unhappy with 
their bodies

12. dual adj 1. how fast a ship or aircraft moves
13. duty free 

shopping n
m. special shops in airports, on ships, etc. on which you do not pay government tax

14. eating disorder 
n

n. an area of a city in which there are council houses and apartments

15. entire adj o. Whole or complete
16. entrepreneur n p. putting a lot of effort into your work
17. exploits n pi q. with two parts, or combining two things
18. extend v r. a particular state
19. fasten v s. very bad, of very low quality, or shocking and very sad
20. fatigue n t. involving a lot of different parts, in a way that is difficult to understand
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1. fault n a. to move or do things slowly
2. flesh n b. the way you feel at a particular time
3. funding n c. to or emphasize sth important
4. fur n d. a mistake, especially something for which you are to blame
5. Give me a ring. e. an important event in the development or history in sb's life
6. grant n f. a disease in which the covering of the nerves gradually becomes destroyed, damaging a 

person's speech and sight and ability to move
7. guarantee n g. the soft part of the body of a person or animal which is between the skin and the bones
8. hang about v h. helping and giving advice to sb who has less experience than you
9. highlight v i. in the same way as sb or sth
10. in common 

idiom
j. achieve sth that you have been aiming for

11. in progress 
idiom

k. money given by a government or organization for an event or activity

12. injection n l. an arrival card
13. inspiration n m. happening or being done now
14. intention n n. the thick hair that covers the bodies of some animals
15. jam n o. very interested, eager or wanting (to do) sth very much
16. jamming 

session n
p. Call me.

17. keen adj q. when sb puts a liquid, a medicine, into a person's body using a needle and a syringe
18. landing card n r. a situation in which a lot of people are in a small space
19. make a success 

of
s. a sum of money given by the government to a person for a special purpose

20. mentoring v t. an informal performance of jazz or rock music which the musicians have not planned or 
practised

21. milestone n u. u.sb or sth that gives you ideas for doing sth
22. mood n v. v.a promise that sth will be done or will happen
23. multiple 

sclerosis n
w. w.sth that you want and plan to do

1. obsessive adj a. to say something by accident which embarrasses or upsets someone
2. only child n b. 1. when two situations or beliefs that are opposed to each other can agree; 

2. become friendly again after argument
3. overrun v c. newspaper sand magazines
4. packing v d. straight up or vertical
5. panic n e. the time at which a situation starts to change in an important way
6. pills n pl f. pop music, songs that are available to be listened
7. pop releases n 

pl
g. a feelings of your or sb's worth and respect

8. press n h. 1. a state of confusion without any order
2. strong sudden movements within air or water

9. pride n i. sb who carries a torch
10. primarily adv j. small solid pieces of medicine which a person swallows without chewing
11. proud adj k. feeling satisfaction because you or people connected with you have done or got sth good
12. put your foot 

in it
l. mainly

13. reconcile v m. to make known or show sth that was previously secret
14. reveal v n. a sudden strong feeling of fear that prevents reasonable thought and action
15. scared stiff adj o. to be silent and refuse to smile to people because you are angry about sth that they have 

done
16. skim-read v p. the system of allowing someone not to pay tax on a part of their income
17. sponge cake n q. when you put things into boxes, bags
18. spontaneous r. a condition in which all movement or activity has stopped
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19. standstill n s. happening or done in a sudden way, without any planning
20. sulk v t. 1.fill a place quickly and in large numbers

2. to continue past an intended limit, especially a finishing time or a cost
21. tax relief n u. a plan which shows how long sth will take or when things will happen
22. timeline n v. a soft cake made with eggs, sugar and flour but usually no fat
23. torchbearer n w. a child who has no sisters or brothers
24. turbulence n x. to read sth quickly in to understand the main points, without studying it in detail
25. turning point n y. extremely afraid
26. upright adj z. thinking about sth or sb too much or all the time
27. vision n @. an idea or mental image of sth
28. wheelchair n ^. a chair on wheels which people who are unable to walk use for moving around
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1. afford v a. in a way which shows strong negative emotion such as anger or disappointment
2. ailing adj b. Informal for com for table
3. animation n c. a mixture of different things or styles
4. anti

globalization n
d. to be able to buy or do sth because you have enough money or time

5. appeal v e. to try to be more successful than sb or sth else
6. attachment n f. any sports that involve animals being killed or hurt to make the people watching or feel excitement
7. bitterly adv g. experiencing difficulty and problems
8. blend n h. to go tonight clubs
9. blood sports n pi i. a type of product made by a particular company
10. booming v j. institution which trains students to provide, and sometimes serve, food
11. brand n k. enthusiasm and energy
12. broadcast v 1. sth or sb who is dishonest
13. catering 

college n
m. (growing) increasing or becoming successful and producing a lot of money very quickly

14. chains n n. opposed to the state when available goods and services, or social and cultural influences, 
gradually become similar in all parts of the world

15. cheat n o. sb who you established an organization together with
16. clubbing n p. to send out a programme W jeleyisio n  or radio
17. co-founder n q. the principles and activity of commerce, especially those connected with profit and not 

quality or morals ^ 0
18. comfy adj r. a request, especially to a court of law to change a previous decision
19. commercialism

n
s. a set of connected or related things

20. compete v t. an extra piece of equipment that can be added to a machine or a computer file which is sent 
together with an email message

1. criticism n a. physical and mental health and happiness, especially of a worker
2. data storage n b. a particular part of a book, poem, etc. that is chosen so that it can be used in a discussion, 

article
3. determination n c. a person whose job it is to empty people's dustbins and take the rubbish away
4. devotion n d. ex-, of an earlier time; before the present time or in the past
5. dominance n e. a way of buying and selling products that makes certain that the original producer receives a fair price
6. drop out of f. to stop doing sth before you have completely finished
7. dustman n g. physically violent and frightening
8. Employee 

welfare n
h. informal a person skilled in devices, who gives advice

9. enthusiasm n i. having control over a place or a person, or to be the most important person or thing
10. essential adj j. a substance which flows and is not solid
11. expand v k. one of the original members of an organization or rock group
12. export n/v 1. loyalty and love or care for sb or sth
13. extract n m. describes food that contains a lot of fat, sugar, etc. that would quickly make you fatter if you 

ate a lot of it
14. fair trade n n. to increase in size, number or importance
15. fattening v o. the ability to continue trying to do sth, although it is very difficult
16. fierce adj p. to send goods to another country for sale
17. fluids n pi q. putting and keeping information in a special place to use in the future
18. former adj r. necessary; needed
19. founder 

members n pi
s. a feeling of energetic interest in a particular subject or activity

20. gadget guru n t. when you say that sth or sbis bad; disapproval
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1. genuinely adv a. stockings which are elasticated or have a piece of sticky material at the top and can hold 

themselves up
2. herbs n pl b. without looking for information and without thinking carefully; immediately
3. hesitation n c. sudden and unexpected achieving of the results wanted or hoped for
4. hire v d. types of plant whose leaves are used in cooking to give flavour to particular dishes, or which 

are used in making medicine
5. hold-ups n pl e. due to an eager wish to know or learn about sth
6. import n/v f. many
7. insult n/v g. to buy or bring in products from another country
8. insurance n h. connected together so that they can share information
9. irresistible adj i. really
10. launch v j. a person who attracts the attention of the media
11. logo n k. informal to become famous or successful
12. lounge n l. an offensive remark or action
13. majority n m. a large and powerful company that produces and sells goods in many different countries
14. make it big n. when you pause before doing sth, especially because you are nervous or not certain
15. media

personality n
o. to begin sth such as a plan or introduce sth new such as a product

16. Multinational 
corporation n

p. a design or symbol used by a company to advertise its products

17. networked v q. to pay to use sth for a short period
18. numerous adj r. the larger number or part of sth
19. offhand adv s. the room in a house or apartment that is used for relaxing, and entertaining guests
20. out of curiosity t. an agreement in which you pay a company money and they pay your costs if you have an 

accident or injury
21. overnight

success
u. impossible to refuse, oppose or avoid because too pleasant, attractive or strong

1. overwhelmed v a. resulting in or likely to result in a profit or an advantage
2. permit n/v b. a set of similar things
3. plenty n c. movement to an improved or more developed state, or to a forward position
4. point and click 

graphics n pl
d. sb who feels sudden strong emotion

5. policy n e. a set of ideas or a plan of what to do in particular situations that has been agreed officially
6. possessions n 

pl
f. a child's vehicle with two or three small wheels joined to the bottom of a narrow board and 

a long vertical handle fixed to the front wheel.
7. powder n g. slightly form al to allow sth
8. power struggle 

n
h. an oven to cook food in or over a fire

9. profitability n i. an amount of money that is given back to you, especially because you are not happy with a 
product or service

10. progress n j. an unpleasant or violent competition for power
11. qualified adj k. enough or more than enough, or a large amount
12. range n l. people, group, competing with others for the same thing in the same area
13. recession n m. having finished a training course, or having particular skills, etc
14. refund n n. a person who owns and manages a restaurant
15. remote n o. feature of a graphical user interface that allows a user to activate an icon  by a single or 

double click of a mouse button.
16. restaurateur n p. a person, shop or business that sells goods to the public
17. retailer n q. far away in distance, time or relation
18. rivals n pl r. a solid substance that consists of extremely small pieces
19. roaster n s. a period when the economy of a country is not successful and conditions for business are 

bad
20. scooter n t. when you have or own sth
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1. sleek adj a. necessary for the success of sth; extremely important
2. software 

soundtrack n
b. smooth, shiny and lying close to the body, and therefore looking well cared for

3. Speciality 
coffees n pl

c. sth that you say, write or give which shows your respect and admiration for sb, especially on 
a formal occasion

4. spotted v d. global power or control over other people or things
5. swiftly adv e. coffee that has a unique quality, a distinct taste because its beans were grown in a defined 

area, and which meets the highest standards
6. target n f. designed to be useful rather than decorative
7. tribute n g. a priest in the Church of England who is in charge of a church and the religious needs of 

people
8. user-friendly

adj
h. saw or noticed sb or sth, usually because was looking hard

9. utilitarian adj i. to fasten sth with a zip
10. vicar n j. simple for people to use
11. vitally adv k. a level or situation which you intend to achieve
12. world

domination n
l. happening or moving quickly or within a short time, especially in a smooth and easy way

13. zipping v m. soundtrack creating computer programme
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1. adore v a. to hat e sth
2. ageing v b. have a connection or influence with sth
3. anxious adj c. to love sb/sth very much, especially in an admiring or respectful way
4. arranged

marriage
d. extremely tired

5. blame v e. to vote
6. bound v f. Getting golder
7. bright adj g. when sb makes sth seem larger, more important, better or worse than it really is
8. can't stand sth м h. wishing to give your time and energy to sth that you believe in
9. cast my vote v i. worried and nervous
10. commitment n j. having formally agreed to marry
11. crossroads n pi k. excellent or to be strongly wished for
12. cultural value n 1. a marriage in which the parents choose who their son or daughter will marry
13. debt n m. stages in your life when you have to make a very important decisions
14. denial n n. officially chosen zone which has a particular character
15. designated 

area n
o. to say or think that sb did sth wrong

16. do with sth p. a statement that sth is not true or does not exist
17. dying for q. habits, traditions and beliefs of a society which are significant/important
18. engaged adj r. certain or extremely likely to happen
19. exaggeration n s. sth, especially money, which is owed to sb else
20. exhausted v t. strong in colour or clever person

1. fear n a. to have a good relationship
2. fit adj b. a large house that is the official home of a king, queen or other person of high social rank
3. fond adj c. very tired
4. generation n d. emotion or thought that you have when you are frightened or worried by sth dangerous, 

painful or bad
5. get on well e. to give sb the money that you owe them, especially when you do not want to
6. hit the roof f. say sth as a joke, often making sb believe sth that is not true
7. immortal adj g. to speak quietly and in a low voice when you are worried or complaining about sth
8. kidding v h. unpleasant or not suitable and it is likely to upset or offend people
9. knackered adj i. to be the right size or shape for sb or sth
10. loaded adj j. barely breathing
11. madly in love k. to fail to notice or consider sth
12. miraculously

adv
1. living or lasting forever

13. mortgage n m. very interested, eager or wanting (to do) sthvery much
14. mutter v n. having a great liking for sb or sth
15. keen on sth/sb o. very effective or surprising or difficult to believe
16. out of breath p. to be come extremely angry
17. out of order q. an agreement which allows you to borrow money from a bank or similar organization, 

especially in order to buy a house or apartment
18. overlook v r. all the people of about the same age within a society
19. paid-up adj s. being in love with sb with a lot of enthusiasm
20. palace n t. not fair, especially by being helpful to one person instead of another
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1. passionate adj a. large
2. pause n b. having very strong feelings or emotions
3. pension n c. money paid to the government, which is based on your income or the cost of goods or 

services you have bought
4. phase n d. a short period in which sth such as a sound or an activity is stopped before starting again
5. phenomenon n e. very stupid
6. postpone v f. the cause or origin of sth bad
7. refusaln g. a sum of money paid regularly by the government to a person who does not work any 

more because they are too old or they have become ill
8. refuse v h. a statement that describes sth in a way that makes it seem less important and less serious
9. rent v i. in order to help or bring advantage to sb
10. reserve v j. to love, respect and admire sb or sth very much, often without noticing their bad qualities
11. root n k. to accept sth without question or without expressing disagreement, against inner will
12. sake of sbn l. when someone refuses to do or accept sth
13. shrug v m. rich
14. sizeable adj n. to be unable to choose because there are so many possible good choices
15. spoilt for choice o. the part of your character that affects your moods and the way you behave
16. swallow your 

pride
p. to delay an event and plan or decide that it should happen at a later date or time

17. tax n q. a fixed amount of money that you pay regularly for the use of a room, house, car, 
television, etc.

18. temperamental
adj

r. to keep sth for a particular purpose or time

19. thick as planks s. sth that exists and can be seen, felt, tasted, etc., especially sth which is unusual or 
interesting

20. understatement t. to raise your shoulders and then lower them in order to say you do not know or are not 
interested

21. well off adj u. to say that you will not do or accept sth
22. worship v v. any stage in a series of events or in a process of development
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1. addict v a. a part of something larger/one of the offices or groups that form part of a large business 
organization

2. adjacent adj b. a famous actor appearing with another famous actor in a film or a play, and who both have 
parts of equal importance

3. afterthought n c. state when one cannot stop doing or using sth, especially sth harmful
4. anonymous

adj
d. stop w orkin g/h ave  a disagreem ent/to be unable to control your feelings and to start to 

cry
5. arrogant adj e. very near, next to, or touching
6. beyond

description
f. a play or film in which part of the story is sung to music

7. bonfire n g. to recognize and name the exact character of a disease or a problem, by examining it
8. branch n h. an idea, thought or plan which was not originally intended but is thought of at a later time
9. break down v i. an organization dedicated to the conservation of wild life and wildlife habitats in the United 

States.
10. bruise n j. an area of coral, the top of which can sometimes be seen just above the sea
11. bully n k. made or done by someone whose name is not known or not made public
12. camouflaging v l. (disapproving) too proud of yourself and your actions and abilities
13. cement n m. difficult, in a way that tests your ability or determination
14. challenging adj n. unpleasantly proud and behaving as if you are more important than, or know more than, 

other people
15. co-star n o. a grey powder which is mixed with water and sand to make mortar or with water, sand and 

small stones to make concrete
16. conceited adj p. the use of leaves, paints and clothes for hiding soldiers equipment so that they look part of 

what surrounds them/something that is meant to hide something, or behaviour that is 
intended to hide the truth

17. conservancy n q. someone who hurts or frightens someone who is smaller or less powerful than them, often 
forcing them to do something they do not want to do

18. coral reef n r. to be something that you cannot describe accurately because of its great size, quality or 
level

19. detect v s. an injury or mark where the skin has not been broken but is darker in colour, often as a 
result of being hit by something

20. diagnose v t. a large fire that is made outside to burn unwanted things, or for pleasure

1. downpour n a. a condition in which you feel very weak and ill after being in a very hot place for too long
2. drums n pl b. a lot of rain in a short time
3. embarrassing

adj
c. full of activity; very busy and fast

4. extraordinary
adj

d. a musical instrument, made from a skin stretched over the end of a hollow tube or bowl, 
played by hitting with the hand or a stick

5. extreme adj e. not proud or not believing that you are important
6. goods n p l f. making you feel embarrassed
7. graffiti n g. a place presents many possibilities for people to earn a prosperous living, and succeed in 

their economic or social objectives.
8. grandest adj h. very unusual, special, unexpected or strange
9. heat

exhaustion n
i. a large area of countryside, especially in relation to its appearance

10. hectic adj j. importantly, despite being mentioned after everyone else
11. humble adj k. very large in amount or degree
12. land of 

opportunity n
l. a person who works in a mine

13. landscape n m. things for sale, or the things that you own
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14. last but not 
least

n. an amount of food or drink which fills your mouth, or which you put into your mouth at one 
time

15. laughing
matter

o. related to or connected with music

16. marvelous adj p. words or drawings, especially humorous, rude or political, on walls, doors, etc. in public 
places

17. miner n q. a situation that people should joke about
18. mournful adj r. not receiving enough care or attention
19. musical n s. important and large in degree
20. neglected adj t. extremely good

1. nostrils n pi a. correctly, or in a satisfactory way
2. obey v b. a general feeling caused by something that happens to you, especially a feeling which you 

cannot describe exactly
3. ordinary adj c. two openings in the nose through which air moves when you breathe
4. persuade v d. completely wet
5. plump adj e. the situation of being alone without other people
6. praise v f. to act according to what you have been asked or ordered or to behave according to a rule, 

law or instruction
7. pretentious adj g. . in an extremely large amount of sth
8. profusely adv h. the place where a crime was committed
9. properly adv i. not different or special or unexpected in any way; usual
10. pruner n j. disapproving sb who has the belief that s/he is more important or has a higher value than 

other people
11. real estate 

agent n
k. doubting that something is true or useful

12. rehydration n 1. to make someone do or believe something by giving them a good reason
13. scene of the 

crime
m. a shape or pattern made against the sky, especially by buildings

14. skeptically adv n. showing little thought or judgment; foolish
15. sensation n o. having a pleasantly soft rounded body or sha ре/polite word fo r  fat
16. self-important

adj
p. the process of putting water into someone's body when they are suffering from dehydration 

(= a lack of water)
17. silly adj q. (disapproving) trying to appear or sound more important or clever than you are, especially 

in matters of art and literature
18. skyline n r. to express admiration or approval about the achievements or characteristics of a person or 

thing
19. soaking adj s. someone who works for an estate agency
20. solitude n t. a worker who thins out and trims trees and shrubs, trimmer/a long-handled pruning saw 

with a curved blade at the end;

1. sought v a. the skill with which something was made or done
2. split-level

home
b. to express your choice or opinion, especially officially

3. thrilled adj c. past form of see k-  to try to find or get sth, especially sth which is not a physical object
4. top the charts d. one of three children born to the same mother at the same time
5. torch n e. a building, room or home that has floors at slightly different heights.
6. touching adj f. a small building, platform, or shelter built among the branches of a tree
7. tree house n g. making you feel sadness, sympathy, etc.
8. triplets n pi h. a small light which is held in the hand and usually gets its power from batteries
9. vote v i. to be the most important, most successful in the group, (music) chart
10. workmanship n j. extremely pleased
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1. absent-minded
adj

a. very easy

2. antique fair n b. completely new, especially not yet used
3. Argumentative

adj
c. knives, forks and spoons used for eating food

4. auction n d. extremely unhappy because something is not interesting or because you have nothing to do
5. big-headed adj e. the time when people have a romantic relationship with the intention of getting married
6. blowup v f. very hot
7. bloke n g. comfortable and pleasant, especially (of a building) because small and warm
8. boiling hot h. a man, often one who is considered to be ordinary
9. bored stiff i. when something is easy and convenient
10. brand new j. to destroy something or kill someone with a bomb/to suddenly become very angry
11. breadwinner n k. awkward in movement or manner
12. bygone era n l. thinking that you are more important or more clever than you really are
13. cabinet n m. an event in a public place where people sell their unwanted possessions, often from the 

backs of their cars
14. car boot sales 

n pl
n. a usually public sale of goods or property, where people make higher and higher bids

15. clumsy adj o. a small group of the most important people elected to government/piece of furniture with 
shelves, cupboards, or drawers, which is used for storing or showing things

16. convenience n p. often arguing or wanting to argue
17. cosy adj q. belonging to or happening in a past time
18. courtship n r. a large public event where goods are bought and sold
19. cutlery n s. the member of a family who earns the money that the family needs
20. dead easy adj t. someone who often forgets things or does not pay attention to what is happening

1. devote v a. small devices or machines with a particular purpose
2. drop sb a line b. graceful, controlled and behaving in a way that is socially acceptable for a woman
3. easy going adj c. to give all of something, especially your time, effort or love, or yourself, to something you 

believe in or to a person
4. ecstatic adj d. laughing repeatedly in a quiet but uncontrolled way, often at something silly or rude or 

when you are nervous
5. era n e. to write someone a letter, especially a short informal one
6. feminine adj f. extremely and unreasonably
7. fitting n g. to endure the effort or bother of doing something.
8. flat cap n h. relaxed and not easily upset or worried
9. gadgets n pl i. perfectly clean or tidy
10. giggling v j. a safe or peaceful place
11. gone to a lot of 

trouble idiom
k. extremely happy

12. great big adj l. a period of time of which particular events or stages of development are typical
13. halcyon time n m. full of activity; very busy and fast
14. hand-picked

adj
n. a very happy or successful period in the past

15. haven n o. acting, or having qualities which are traditionally considered to be suitable for a woman
16. hectic adj p. for hours, days, etc. without stopping
17. hours on end q. very great/big
18. immaculate

adj
r. an occasion when someone who is having clothes made for them puts on the clothes before 

they are finished to make certain they will fit
19. insanely adv s. sb who has been carefully chosen for a special job or purpose
20. ladylike adj t. (UK) a hat which is not rounded on top and has little height
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1. like-minded

adj
a. water supplied to a house by pipes

2. loo n b. unable to stop thinking about something
3. lose touch c. a situation when people who used to study at school meet again after they have not seen 

each other for a long time
4. marking time d. too interested in what other people are doing and wanting to discover too much about 

them
5. meet up v e. similar to styles, fashions, etc. from the past
6. mod cons n pl f. feeling happy and sometimes slightly sad at the same time as you think about things that 

happened in the past
7. nostalgic adj g. a model castle of sand, usually made by children playing on the beach
8. nosy adj h. to have someone or something as the main or most important interest or subject
9. obsessed v i. the machines and devices, such as washing machines and fridges, which make the ordinary 

jobs in a home easier
10. ordealn j. to return something or someone to an earlier good condition or position
11. pantry n k. (a way of) enjoying yourself when you are not working
12. patronized v l. to meet another person in order to do something together
13. pencil skirt n m. attractive because of being unusual and especially old-fashioned
14. pinny n n. informal a piece of clothing worn by women over the front of other clothes to keep them 

clean while doing something dirty, especially cooking
15. quaint adj o. to march in one place without moving forward/to do little while waiting for something that 

is going to happen
16. re-creation n p. along narrow skirt
17. restore v q. to stop communicating with someone, usually because they do not live near you now
18. retro adj r. to speak to or behave towards someone as if they are stupid or not important
19. revolve around v s. UK informal toilet
20. running water n t. a small room or large cupboard in a house where food is kept
21. sandcastle n u. share the same opinions, ideas or interests
22. school reunion n v. a very unpleasant and painful or difficult experience

1. seaside n a. sb who is very interested in using latest machines and learning about them
2. self-obsessed

adj
b. a piece of clothing that covers the upper body but not the arms and usually has buttons 

down the front, worn over a shirt
3. sensible adj c. easily upset by the things people say or do, or causing people to be upset, embarrassed or 

angry
4. sensitive adj d. alert, w atchful
5. sigh v e. to breathe out slowly and noisily, expressing tiredness, sadness, pleasure, etc.
6. solely adv f. the area near the sea, especially where people spend their holidays and enjoy themselves
7. sweet adj g. artificially attractive or too perfect (informal disapproving)
8. tease v h. pleasant and attractive
9. techno-geek n i. a tall black or grey hat worn by men on some formal occasions
10. top hat n j. based on or acting on good judgment and practical ideas or understanding
11. twee n k. only and not involving anyone or anything else
12. waistcoat n l. to laugh at someone or say unkind things about them, either because you are joking or 

because you want to upset them
13. wide awake m. only interested in yourself and your own activities
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UNIT 10

1. have a sharp 
tongue

a. flat covers made of wool or similar warm material, usually used on a bed

2. acquire v b. to say that sth is true or is a fact, although you cannot prove it and other people might not 
believe it

3. ammunition n c. to be sb who often criticizes and speaks in a severe way
4. assumption n d. a severe snow storm with strong winds
5. atrocities n pi e. to get sth
6. bead n f. sb who has an ability to control own fear in a dangerous or difficult situation
7. blankets n pi g. a large animal of the cattle family, with long curved horns
8. blizzard n h. an extreme weather condition with very strong wind made of very small dry pieces of soil, 

sand or other substarjees'"
9. buffalo n i. objects that can be shot from a weapon such as bullets or bombs
10. cavalry n j. to have control over a place or a person, or to be the most important person or thing
11. cave n k. the group of soldiers in an army who fight in tanks, or (especially in the past) on horses
12. child minder n 1. to fight or argue
13. claim v m. sth that you accept as true without question or proof
14. clash v n. a plant such as a grain, fruit or vegetable grown in large amounts
15. complex adj o. died by being unable to breathe under water
16. courageous adj p. when sb does sth extremely violent and shocking
17. crops n pi q. a large hole in the side of a hill, cliff or mountain, or one that is underground
18. dominate v r. difficult to understand or find an answer to because of having many different parts
19. drowned v s. a small coloured often round piece of plastic, wood, glass, etc. with a hole through it. It is 

usually put on a string with a lot of others to make jewellery
20. dust storms n t. a person, usually a woman, whose job is to take care of other people's children in her own 

home

1. encounter v a. to become familiar with and confident in a new situation
2. ensue v b. sb who is trying to find or get the stated thing
3. establish v c. to start a company or organization that will continue for a long time
4. exploit v d. to burn brightly either for a short time or not regularly
5. extinct adj e. people or animals that live in a particular place
6. face the fact f. formal to meet sb unexpectedly
7. finding my feet g. to move or come together in large numbers
8. flare v h. describes a road or path that cannot be travelled on because of bad weather conditions or 

because it is blocked
9. flock v i. a strange habit or characteristic that is seen as not important and not harming anyone
10. foible n 

/'foi.bl/
j. formal to happen after sth else, especially as a result of it

11. goes to their 
head

k. the country you were born in

12. hazardous adj 1. to combine two or more things in order to become more effective
13. heart-to-heart m. occur in sb's mind
14. herd n n. to use sth for advantage
15. homeland n o. when sb is unfriendly or shows that they do not agree with or like sth
16. hostility n p. dangerous
17. hunter adj q. not now existing
18. impassable adj r. a large group of animals of the same type that live and feed together
19. inhabitants n pi s. a serious conversation between two people, usually close friends, in which they talk 

honestly about their feelings
20. integrate v t. deal with sth for which proof exists
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1. livestock n a. a large number of things which are unpleasant or likely to cause damage/an attack of any 

serious disease which kills many people
2. manual skill n b. considered to be holy and deserving respect
3. migrant n c. people who are one of the firsts to do sth
4. migration n d. when you arrange to have sth such as a seat on an aircraft or a table at a restaurant kept for 

you/an area of land made available for a particular group of people to live in
5. moral n e. offensive a person whose way of life is at a very early stage of development
6. on its last legs f. to defeat or succeed in controlling or dealing with sth
7. overcome v g. not common; very unusual
8. pioneers n pl h. a forest in a tropical area which receives a lot of rain
9. plague n i. informal very tired or near to death
10. plain n j. to behave as if a problem is not important or does not worry you
11. plot n k. relating to human society at a very early stage of development
12. preserve v l. relating to the standards of good or bad behaviour, fairness, honesty, etc. which each 

person believes in
13. primitive adj m. informal to try to persuade someone to believe sth which is not true as a joke
14. pulling sb's leg n. travelling in large numbers to a new place to live temporarily
15. putting on a 

brave face
o. to keep sth as it is, especially in order to prevent it from decaying or being damaged/to 

conserve
16. rainforest n p. a person or animal that travels from one place to another
17. rare adj q. the story of a book, film, play/a secret plan made by several people to do sth that is wrong/a 

small piece of land that has been marked or measured for a particular purpose
18. reservation n r. an activity or job done with the hands
19. sacred adj s. a large area of flat land
20. savage n t. animals, such as cows and sheep, and birds, such as chickens, kept on a farm

1. scarceadj a. not easy to find or get
2. self-inflicted

adj
b. to find an answer to a problem

3. settler n c. an area of land that has not been used to grow crops/an outside area in which plants are left 
to grow naturally or untidily

4. shepherd n d. to injure sb with a sharp pointed object such as a knife
5. slaughter v e. a vehicle with four wheels, usually pulled by horses or oxen, used for transporting heavy 

goods
6. solve v f. extremely big
7. broken spirit n g. a person whose job is to take care of sheep and move them from one place to another
8. split up v h. of sth bad, done to yourself
9. stab v i. to cruelly and unfairly kill a lot of people/to kill an animal for meat
10. starvation n j. informal when two people end their relationship
11. starving v k. a feeling of nervousness before an important or difficult event
12. tame v l. the state of having no food for a long period, often causing death
13. temper n m. when sb's loses confidence, enthusiasm, determination and feelings are
14. tension n n. becoming very weak or die because there is not enough food to eat
15. vast adj o. to make a wild animal because of training or long involvement with humans/to control sth 

dangerous or powerful
16. wagon n p. a person who arrives, especially from another country, in a new place and takes the land in 

order to live on it and farm it
17. wilderness n q. when sb becomes angry very quickly
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UNIT 11

1. alignment n a. [U]when something such as information, money or goods passes from one person to 
another

2. alimentary
tract

b. a phrase which is often repeated by and therefore becomes connected with a particular 
organization or person, especially someone famous such as a television entertainer

3. bacteria n c. a unit of data made into a single package that travels along a given network path. It is are 
used in Internet Protocol (IP) transmissions for data that navigates the Web, and in other 
kinds of networks.

4. banknote n d. to invent a plan, system, object, etc., usually cleverly or using imagination
5. bay n e. [C or U] a set of wires, covered by plastic, that carries electricity, telephone signals, etc./ 

[U]the system of sending television programmes or telephone signals along wires under the 
ground

6. bearer n f. with a lot of things close together
7. cable n g. a person whose job is to carry something, or a person who brings a message
8. catchphrase h. a unit of value, especially of money
9. circulation n i. a high area of rock with a very steep side, often on a coast
10. claim form n j. a part of the coast where the land curves in so that the sea is surrounded by land on three 

sides O U
11. cliff n k. [C]an occasion when two* or more similar things happen at the same time, especially in a 

way that is unlikely and surprising
12. coincidence n 1. [C or U]the money that is used in a particular country at a particular time
13. collapse v m. a piece of printed paper that has a particular value as money
14. criteria n n. information, especially facts or numbers, collected to be examined and considered and used 

to help decision-making, or information in an electronic form that can be stored and 
processed by a computer

15. currency n o. type of very small organisms that live in air, earth, water, plants and animals, often one 
which causes a disease— plural of bacterium

16. data n p. to fall down suddenly because of pressure or having no strength or support
17. data packets n 

Pi
q. the mucous membrane-lined tube of the digestive system through which food passes, in 

which digestion takes place, and from which wastes are eliminated.
18. denomination n r. an official document which you use to request a sum of money from an organization, when 

you think you are owed it
19. densely adv s. standards by which you judge, decide about or deal with something— plural of criterion
20. devise v t. [Ujwhen two or more things are positioned in a straight line or parallel to each other/[C]an 

agreement between a group of countries, political parties or people who want to work 
together because of shared interests or aims

1. doing the 
rounds idiom

a. thev are miniscule elongated m ites that infest the skin of virtually everv person. Thev live 
most often on the face. These mites are nourished by skin oils; they neither bite nor feed on 
blood.

2. dynamic adj b. to get rid of material such as solid waste or urine from the body
3. earworm n c. to smile a wide smile
4. end point n d. a deep long sound showing great pain or unhappiness
5. excrete v e. to be passed from person to person/ to go from place to place
6. flat pack adj f. the series of changes that a living thing goes through from the beginning of its life until 

death
7. flexible adj g. a year that happens every four years and has an extra day on 29 February
8. follicle mite n h. having a lot of ideas and enthusiasm; energetic and forceful
9. genius n i. to enter a country by force with large numbers of soldiers in order to take possession of it
10. grin v j. a curved plastic strip worn in the hair, which fits closely over the top of the head and behind 

the ears
11. groan n k. a song that you keep hearing in your head (informal)
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12. hairband n l. to live in a place
13. helpline n m. imagined or suggested but not necessarily real or true
14. host n n. it is a connection point where HTML files or active server pages are exposed. It can be a PC, 

PDA, or point-of-sale terminal.
15. Hypothetical

adj
o. happening after and often because of it

16. in the wake of 
sth

p. very great and rare natural ability or skill, especially in a particular area such as science or 
art, or a person who has this

17. inhabit v q. someone who has guests/a person who introduces guests and performers, especially on 
television or radio

18. invade v r. a piece of furniture that is sold in pieces inside a flat box, ready for the buyer to put them 
together

19. leap year n s. a telephone service providing advice and comfort to worried or unhappy people
20. lifecycle n t. able to change or be changed easily according to the situation

1. loop n a. a feeling of sadness about something sad or wrong or about a mistake that you have made, 
and a wish that it could have been different and better

2. mime n b. a very important change in the way that people do things
3. mindboggling c. (of a person or animal) strong and healthy, or (of an object or system) strong and unlikely to 

break or fail
4. moan n d. the curved shape made when something long and thin, such as a piece of string, bends until 

one part of it nearly touches or crosses another part of it
5. monk n e. to keep or continue to have something
6. multiply v f. a useful or valuable possession or quality of a country, organization or person
7. munch v g. when you use movements of your hands and body, and expressions on your face, without 

speech, to communicate emotions and actions or to tell a story
8. nuclear attack 

n
h. a machine that prints books, newspapers or magazines

9. offline adj i. not connected to or directly controlled by a central system, or not connected to the Internet
10. Painstakingly

adv
j. to try to solve a problem or understand a situation by thinking carefully about it

11. parasites n pl k. informal extremely surprising and difficult to understand or imagine
12. pathway n l. a particular way in which something is done, organized or happens
13. pattern n m. a violent act intended to damage sb or sth with weapon which uses the power produced 

when the nucleus of an atom is divided or joined to another nucleus
14. printing press n n. animals or plants that live on or in another animal or plant of a different type and feeds 

from it
15. puzzle over v o. to make a long low sound of pain, suffering or another strong emotion
16. regret v p. a track which a person can walk along
17. resource n q. to increase very much in number, or (in mathematics) to add a number to itself a particular 

number of times
18. retain v r. in a way that shows you have taken a lot of care or made a lot of effort
19. revolution n s. a member of a group of religious men who do not marry and usually live together in a 

monastery
20. robust adj t. to eat something, especially noisily

1. satellite n a. a set of animals or plants in which the members have similar characteristics to each other 
and can breed with each other

2. scrap n b. not reacting quickly or positively to sth
3. shaking v c. a device sent up into space to travel round the Earth, used for collecting information or 

communicating by radio, television, etc.
4. skin cell n d. to accept behaviour and beliefs which are different from your own, although you might not 

agree with or approve of them
5. sounds cape n e. a long piece of music for an orchestra, usually with four movements (= parts)
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6. span n f. past participle of 'tear'-to  pull or be pulled apart, or to pull pieces off
7. species n pi g. a small irregular piece of something or a small amount of information
8. stroke n h. to record something written, spoken or played by writing it down
9. susceptible

/sasep .ti.b l/
adj

i. boring

10. symphony n j. easily influenced or harmed by sth/describes sb who is easily emotionally influenced
11. tedious adj k. to move backwards and forwards or up and down in quick, short movements
12. tolerate v 1. a sudden change in the blood supply to a part of the brain, which can cause a loss of the 

ability to move particular parts of the body
13. torn V m. the smallest basic unit of the skin
14. transcribe v n. the component sounds of an environment./ the component sounds of a piece of music.
15. Unresponsive

adj
o. the period of time that sometimes exists or happens 

.
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1. afterlife n a. bacterial infection within the brain.

2. anxiety n b. worried/frightened, almost out of control because of extreme emotion, such as worry
3. basics n pl c. 100 years after an important event; the 100th anniversary
4. beautician n d. to make sth happen or make sb do sth difficult, unpleasant or unusual, especially by 

threatening or not offering the possibility of choice
5. bits and pieces e. Informal without money
6. break the ice f. to trust your own feelings rather than obeying rules or allowing yourself to be influenced by 

other people's opinions
7. broke adj g. to do the same thing as sb else did previously
8. centenary h. informal to make people who have not met before feel more relaxed with each other
9. cerebral 

abscess n
i. making you feel very excited and happy

10. committee n j. to put yourself or sb else onto the official list of members of a course, college or group
11. convene v k. informal small things or jobs of different types
12. cruise n l. the last time a play, opera, dance, is practised before the real performance and is performed 

with the clothes, stage exactly as they will be for the real performance
13. dress rehearsal 

n
m. on the way to or from somewhere

14. en route 
/Dn'ru:t/adv

n. a trained person whose job it is to improve the appearance of a customer's face, body and 
hair, often in a beauty salon

15. enroll v o. a journey on a large ship for pleasure, during which you visit several places
16. exhilarating

adj
p. the simplest and most important facts, ideas or things connected with sth

17. follow in sb's 
footsteps

q. to arrange (a group of people for) a meeting, or to meet for a meeting

18. follow my nose r. an uncomfortable feeling of nervousness or worry about sth
19. force v s. a small group of people chosen to represent a larger organization and either make decisions 

or collect information for it
20. frantic adj t. the life, for example in heaven, which some people believe begins after death

1. getting me 
down

a. to decide which of a group of things are the most important so that you can deal with them 
first

2. haler n b. to look at and study sth, usually a book or document, carefully
3. horrendous

adj
c. a small red beetle which is round and has black spots

4. I got the bug d. a measure for liquid equal to about half a litre a pint of milk
5. in charge e. to surprise or shock sb very much
6. inefficient adj f. tranquility and freedom from disturbance
7. it hit me like a 

ton of bricks 
idiom

g. a path with a hard surface on one or both sides of a road, that people walk on

8. ladybird n h. not organized, skilled or able to work satisfactorily
9. late developer n i. the speed at which sb or sth moves
10. line n j. being the person who has control of or is responsible for sb or sth
11. lunacy n k. an insulting word for an old woman who you think is slightly crazy
12. minor adj l. informal getting an illness that people catch very easily from each other but is not very 

serious
13. old bat n m. too strong
14. overpowering

adj
n. having little importance, influence or effect
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15. pace n o. extremely unpleasant or bad
16. pavement n p. stupid behaviour that will have bad results/old-fashioned mental illness
17. peace and 

quiet
q. free from infirmity or illness; healthy

18. pint n r. a long thin mark on the surface of sth; a straight line
19. poring v s. making you feel unhappy or depressed
20. prioritize v t. sb who becomes good at sth after people usually become good at it

1. put off v a. necessary for the success or continued existence of sth; extremely important
2. quarrel n b. to move sth, or to be moved, from one place or person to another
3. recharge v c. a woman whose husband has died and who has not married again
4. regard v d. person with a medical degree trained to take care of the health of animals
5. ripen v e. to decide or arrange to delay an event or activity until a later time or date
6. ritual n f. enough for a particular purpose
7. rottenly adv g. to cause sth to break noisily into a lot of small pieces
8. scandalous adj h. as if decayed; very badly
9. smash v i. annoying you.
10. snatch v j. a set of fixed actions and sometimes words performed regularly, especially as part of a 

ceremony
11. stand on my 

own two feet
k. making people shocked and upset

12. such a pain l. to (cause to) become ripe/to develop to a suitable condition for sth to happen
13. sufficient adj m. informal to be able to provide all of the things you need for living without help from anyone 

else
14. temptation n n. to consider or have an opinion about sth or sb
15. transplant v o. the wish to do or have sth which you know you should not do or have
16. vet n p. an angry disagreement between two or more people or groups
17. vital adj q. to take hold of sth suddenly and roughly
18. widow n r. filled with electricity so that it can work again
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